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Koller and Megiddo introduced the paradigm of constructing com-
pact distributions that satisfy a given set of constraints and showed
how it can be used to efficiently derandomize certain types of algo-
rithms. In this paper, we significantly extend their results in two ways.
First, we show how their approach can be applied to deal with more
general expectation constraints. More importantly, we provide the first
parallel (NC) algorithm for constructing a compact distribution that
satisfies the constraints up to a small relative error. This algorithm deals
with constraints over any event that can be verified by finite automata,
including all independence constraints as well as constraints over
events relating to the parity or sum of a certain set of variables. Our
construction relies on a new and independently interesting parallel
algorithm for converting a solution to a linear system into an almost
basic approximate solution to the same system. We use these techni-
ques in the first NC derandomization of an algorithm for constructing
large independent sets in d-uniform hypergraphs for arbitrary d. We
also show how the linear programming perspective suggests new proof
techniques which might be useful in general probabilistic analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The probabilistic method of proving existence of com-
binatorial objects has been very successful (see, for example,
Spencer [Spe87]). The underlying idea is as follows. Con-
sider a finite set 0 whose elements are classified as ‘‘good’’
and ‘‘bad.’’ Suppose we wish to prove the existence of at
least one ‘‘good’’ element within 0. The proof proceeds by
constructing a probability distribution ‘ over 0 (i.e., a
function ‘ : 0  [0, 1] such that x # 0 ‘(x)=1) and
showing that if we sample from 0 according to this distribu-
tion then the probability of picking a good element is
positive. Probabilistic proofs often yield randomized algo-
rithms for constructing a good element. In particular, many
randomized algorithms are a special case of this technique,
where the sample space 0 contains the various sequences of
random choices which could be made by the algorithm, and
the ‘‘good’’ elements are those sequences of random choices
that make the algorithm work in the desired way (such as
running quickly or giving the correct output).
It is often desirable to derandomize algorithms. Perhaps
the simplest way to do this is to enumerate all of the choice
sequences in 0 and try each until we find the good one
guaranteed by the analysis. Unfortunately, the size of 0 is
typically exponential in the size of the problem; for example,
the sample space of n independent random bits contains 2n
points.
A way around this problem is to make more careful use
of the distribution ‘ from the analysis. Since we have proven
that there is a nonzero probability of a good point, there
must be some good point to which ‘ assigns a nonzero prob-
ability. It therefore suffices to enumerate only those points
in S(‘)=[x # 0 | ‘(x)>0]; this set is called the support or
sample space of ‘, and its cardinality is called the size of the
distribution. This approach may let us efficiently deran-
domize an algorithm by replacing the original distribution
with one of ‘‘small’’ (polynomial) size.
In order for this replacement process to work, the new
distribution must agree with the original one to the extent
that the correctness proof of the algorithm remains valid.
The correctness proof often relies on certain assumptions
about the distribution; that is, the distribution is assumed to
satisfy certain constraints. For example, there may be a con-
straint on the probability of some event Q0, i.e., an
equality of the form Pr(Q)=?, where Pr(Q) =def x # Q ‘(x)
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and 0?1. Alternatively, there might be a constraint
bounding the expectation or variance of some random
variable (function over the sample space). If the new dis-
tribution satisfies all the constraints that are relied upon by
the correctness proof, then the algorithm remains correct
using the new distribution; no new analysis is needed.
What properties of a distribution are typically required
by correctness proofs? The original distribution is almost
always induced by a set of independent random variables
X1 , ..., Xn ; the proof of correctness depends on the proper-
ties of this independent distribution. In many cases,
however, full independence is not necessary. For example,
the necessary constraints are often satisfied by a d-wise inde-
pendent distributionone satisfying all the independence
constraints asserting that the events of the form [Xi1=bi1 ,
Xi2=bi2 , ..., Xid=bid] should have the same probability as if
the variables were independent.
HISTORY
Most previous work in derandomization has focused on
constructing small d-wise independent distributions for
small d [Jof74, Lub86, ABI86, KM94, NN93, AGHP90,
AMN92, EGL+92, BR91, MNN89]. Furthermore, the
emphasis has been on constructions in NC, so as to allow
a derandomization of parallel algorithms. Most of these
works construct a distribution that only approximately
satisfies some of the required constraints. The early works
[Jof74, Lub86, ABI86] generate distributions that err on
the probabilities Pr(Xi = bi), but precisely satisfy the
actual independence constraints such as those asserting
that Pr(Xi = bi , Xj = bj)=Pr(Xi = bi) } Pr(Xj = bj). This
approach is inherently limited, since it was shown by Chor
et al. [CGH+85] that any sample space of n d-wise inde-
pendent random bits has cardinality 0(n[d2]). Karloff and
Mansour [KM94] extended this result to biased random
bits and showed that, in certain cases, the smallest sample
space maintaining d-wise independence has size 0(nd).
Therefore this approach can be used only if the desired d is
constant.
These bounds can be circumvented by allowing some
error in the independence constraints. In [NN93, AGHP90,
AMN92, EGL+92], the probabilities of the relevant events
(as described above) are required to be within an additive
factor of \=. The size of the resulting distribution is polyno-
mial in 1=, so that we must choose = to be at least 1poly(n).
For d=O(log n), this approach yields a polynomial-size
distribution that is nearly d-wise independent (as compared
to the lower bound of 0(nlog n) for truly d-wise independent
distributions). However, the probabilities of events involv-
ing independence of more than O(log n) bits are swamped
by the error factor, so the constraints on their probabilities
are meaningless. Thus, this approach is not applicable to
cases where we are interested in events relating to more than
O(log n) of the variables.
The above approaches all generate a d-wise independent
distribution, and then apply it uniformly to any algorithm
for which d is an upper bound on the degree of inde-
pendence required. [BR91, MNN89] also present a parallel
algorithm for searching the support of certain implicitly
constructed polylog n-wise independent distributions. An
alternative approach due Nisan [Nis90] generates a size-
O(2s2) distribution that ‘‘looks random’’ to all space-s bounded
algorithms. In particular, a distribution of size O(nlog n)
looks random to all two-way finite automata. Again, this
distribution is applied uniformly to any algorithm satisfying
the space bound.
In a different paradigm, it is possible to directly examine
the constraints imposed by a specific algorithm and possibly
even a specific input and then to construct a distribution to
satisfy precisely those constraints. This approach was
initiated by Schulman [Sch92] and investigated in a more
general way by Koller and Megiddo [KM93]. Koller and
Megiddo viewed constraints as linear equations on
variables representing the probabilities of the points in the
sample space. This allows them to apply techniques from
linear programming to the problem of derandomization. In
particular, they show that for any consistent set C of con-
straints on event probabilities there exists a distribution of
size at most |C| also satisfying C. Their proof is not
constructive. However, they then restrict attention to
independence constraints and present a polynomial time
construction of small-size distributions.
The advantage of this approach is that the size of the dis-
tribution depends only on the number of constraints
actually used. For example, an algorithm may choose edges
in a graph by associating a random bit with each edge. An
event whose probability may be relevant in analyzing this
algorithm is ‘‘no edge adjacent to a node v is chosen.’’ Using
the other approaches, independence must be enforced
among all neighbors of a vertex; the sample space would
then grow as 22 where 2 is the maximum node degree.
Using [KM93], there is only one event per node, resulting
in a sample space of size at most n (the number of nodes in
the graph). In this example, the constraints depend on the
edge structure of the input graph. This input-dependence is
typical of the constraint-based approach. Therefore, unlike
most previous constructions, the distribution cannot be
precomputed. Furthermore, the inherently sequential
nature of the [KM93] construction prevents their techni-
ques from being applied to the derandomization of parallel
algorithms.
NEW RESULTS
We extend the results of [KM93] in several ways. In Sec-
tions 2 and 3, we show how similar techniques can deal with
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a much richer class of constraints, without losing the ability
to construct a small satisfying distribution in polynomial
time. In addition to constraints on the probabilities of
events, our approach can also deal with constraints assert-
ing that certain random variables have the correct expecta-
tion (and similarly the correct variance, and other higher
moments). All other constructions (including that of
[KM93]) deal solely with independence constraints. The
additional power can be quite important. For example, if
we wish to maintain the distribution of the parity of
X1+ } } } +Xn , an exponential number of independence
constraints are required. (Distributions satisfying parity
constraints may be useful for cryptographic purposes
[Kus93].) Our construction deals with this as a single con-
straint. Since our sample space is polynomial whenever the
number of constraints we wish to satisfy is polynomial, we
are able to construct polynomial-size distributions where
previous approaches could not.
In addition, we are able to parallelize the construction. In
Section 4 we show that for a large class of constraints, it is
in fact possible to construct a polynomial-size distribution
approximately satisfying the constraints in NC. Our
parallel construction is more limited than our sequential
one, but still handles a large (although difficult to charac-
terize) class of constraints. If the elements of 0 are thought
of as strings (of bits, for example), the class includes all con-
straints on the probabilities of events that can be recognized
by finite automata of polynomial size.1 Nisan’s construction
[Nis90] can be adapted to produce a polynomial size dis-
tribution for a polynomial size set of automata, but the
error in acceptance probability is an inverse polynomial
absolute error rather than a relative error. Thus his con-
struction cannot provide distributions for exponentially
unlikely acceptance events. This class contains inde-
pendence constraints, parity constraints, constraints on the
sum of the random variables, and so on.
The key to our parallel construction is basis crashing
the process of transforming a given solution to a linear
system into a basic solution to the same system. No parallel
basis crashing algorithms are currently known, and some
have conjectured that the problem is, in fact, P-complete. In
Section 5 we present the first parallel algorithm for
approximate basis crashing and use it to construct small dis-
tributions approximately satisfying the constraints. Parallel
basis crashing is of independent interest and Section 5 can
be read independently of the rest of the paper. Indeed, it has
other applications. For example, our algorithm dovetails
well with an NC algorithm of Luby and Nisan [LN93] for
finding approximate solutions to positive (packing and
covering) linear programs. By applying our algorithm in a
postprocessing step, we can arrange for the solution to the
linear program to have at most m log1+o(1)m nonzero com-
ponents, where m is the number of constraints, while main-
taining the same accuracy as the original output of the
[LN93] algorithm.
The fact that we can construct a distribution in NC
allows us to derandomize parallel algorithms. We apply our
techniques to the problem of finding a large independent set
in a d-uniform hypergraph. The underlying randomized
algorithm, described by Alon, Babai, and Itai [ABI86], was
derandomized in the same paper for fixed values of d. It
was later derandomized also for d=O(poly log n) by Berger
and Rompel [BR91] and Motwani, Naor, and Naor
[MNN89]. Koller and Megiddo [KM93] gave a deran-
domization of this algorithm for arbitrary d, but their
derandomization is inherently sequential. Our use of more
generalized constraints allows us to reduce the number of
constraints, and thus, the size of the linear systems that must
be solved, by a significant factor. More importantly, we
show how this algorithm can be derandomized in NC for
any d. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first parallel
algorithm for this problem (for large d ).
As we mentioned, our parallel construction only
approximately satisfies the constraints. However, our
approximation is significantly better than that obtained by
the =-independence constructions, since it bounds the
relative rather than the absolute error in the probabilities of
events. That is, for any ==0(1nd), we can construct a poly-
nomial size sample space in which the probability of a con-
strained event is at most (1\=) times its correct value,
rather than within an absolute error of = plus or minus its
correct value. To gain this power, we give up the ability to
deal with all O(log n)-wise independence constraints at
once; instead, we approximately satisfy only a polynomial
number of constraints. The relative error bound, on the
other hand, allows us to avoid the problem encountered by
the =-independent constructions; our technique can construct
distributions meaningfully approximating the probabilities
of arbitrarily low probability events.
The approach described here also suggests a new perspec-
tive on probabilistic analysis which might be useful in other
circumstances. As an example, we consider a ‘‘sensitivity
analysis’’ of approximately correct distributions. In general,
using an approximately correct distribution typically
requires a return to the proof to confirm that it still works.
In Section 6, we present a theorem showing that this is
unnecessary in many cases, if relative errors are used. We
consider a general class of correctness proofs which depend
only on the probabilities of certain events being correct, and
show that such proofs necessarily remain correct if the
probabilities of the important events vary slightly (in
relative terms) from their correct values. The proof of this
theorem uses the duality theory of linear programming
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applied to the linear equations induced by constraints. This
demonstrates yet again the power inherent in viewing
probabilistic constraints in the framework of linear systems.
2. CONSTRAINTS AS LINEAR EQUATIONS
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Koller and
Megiddo [KM93] introduced the paradigm of constructing
distributions that satisfy only the constraints actually
required for the correctness of the algorithm. In this section
and the next, we review their results and extend their
applicability to a much larger class of constraints. We con-
sider random variables over 0, i.e., functions from 0 to R.
For a distribution ‘ and random variable F, E‘ (F)
denotes the expectation of F taken over distribution ‘.
Definition 2.1. An expectation constraint \ over 0 has
the form E(F)=#, where F is an arbitrary random
variable on 0. A probability distribution ‘ over 0 satisfies
\ if E‘ (F)=#.
In [KM93], Koller and Megiddo allowed only proba-
bilistic constraints of the form Pr(Q)=? for Q0. This is
clearly a special case of our definition, since we can define F
to be an indicator variable: F(x)=1 for x # Q and 0
otherwise. In this case, E(F)=Pr(Q). However, expectation
constraints are clearly more general; we can, for example,
require that the variance of a certain random variable X
take on a certain value by defining F(x)=(x&E(X))2.
For the remainder of this section, fix C to be a set of m
expectation constraints [[E(Fi)=#i] : i=1, ..., m]. Further-
more, assume that [Pr(0)=1] # C. Koller and Megiddo
introduced the idea of viewing constraints as linear equations
on variables representing the probabilities of the points in
the sample space. The basic insight is as follows. Let
x1 , ..., xN denote the points in 0. If we use variables vj to
represent the probabilities ‘(xj), then a constraint
[E(Fi)=#i] translates into a linear equation over these
variables: Nj=1 Fi (xj) vj=#i . (Note that Fi (xj) is a known
constant.) We can use the techniques of [KM93] to prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. If a constraint set C is satisfied by some
distribution ‘, then there exists a distribution ‘$ of size at
most m satisfying C.
Proof. We describe a distribution ‘ satisfying C as a
nonnegative solution to a set of linear equations. Let # # Rm
denote the vector (#i) i=1, ..., m . As mentioned above, we use
the variable vj to represent the probability ‘(x j). Let v be the
vector (vj) j=1, ..., N . A constraint [E(Fi)=#i] translates into
a linear equation over these variables: Nj=1 aijvj=#i , where
aij=Fi (x j). Thus, the constraints in C can be represented by
a system Av=# of linear equations (where A is the matrix
(aij)). Since ‘ satisfies C, this system has a nonnegative solu-
tion v with vj=‘(xj). A classical theorem in linear program-
ming asserts that under these conditions, there exists a basic
solution to this system. That is, there exists a vector v$0
such that Av$=# and the columns A
* j
such that v$j>0 are
linearly independent. Let ‘$ be the distribution correspond-
ing to this solution vector v$. Since the number of rows in the
matrix is m, the number of linearly independent columns is
also at most m. Therefore, the number of positive indices in
v$, which is precisely |S(‘$)|, is at most m. K
The process of constructing a basic solution v$ from
another solution v is known as basis crashing. The standard
algorithm begins with the vector v, and zeros its coordinates
one at a time. The zeroing process is done while keeping all
variables nonnegative, and so that the validity of the equa-
tions is maintained. Applied to a sparsely represented dis-
tribution ‘, this algorithm requires O( |S(‘)| } m2) arithmetic
operations.
Beling and Megiddo [BM93] present a faster algorithm
for the same problem, based on fast matrix multiplication.
Given a matrix multiplication procedure that multiplies two
k_k matrices using O(k2+$) arithmetic operations, their
algorithm finds a basic solution in O(m(3&$)(2&$) |S(‘)| )
arithmetic operations. Using the (currently) best algorithm
for matrix multiplication, we can now prove the following.
Theorem 2.3. Given a sparse representation of a dis-
tribution ‘ satisfying C, it is possible to construct a size m
distribution ‘$ using |S(‘)| evaluations of each Fi in C, and
O( |S(‘)| } m1.62) arithmetic operations.
3. SEQUENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
In the previous section, we described an algorithm that
takes a distribution satisfying a given set of constraints and
by basis crashing finds a distribution with a smaller support
that still satisfies them. But in order to use this algorithm,
we must already have a distribution ‘ which satisfies the
constraints with a polynomial-size support; otherwise, our
algorithm does not work in polynomial time. Our goal is to
construct a distribution directly from the constraints that it
must satisfy. As shown in [KM93], even the problem of
deciding whether a given set of constraints is consistent is
NP-hard in general. We can circumvent this problem by
requiring that the constraints be consistent with a fixed
known independent distribution. Let X1 , ..., Xn be discrete
random variables with a finite range. We assume for sim-
plicity that X1 , ..., Xn all have the same range [0, ..., r&1];
our results easily extend to the more general case. For the
remainder of this paper, fix a set of values [ pbk : k=1, ..., n;
b=0, ..., r&1], where r&1b=0 p
b
k=1 for all k and p
b
k0 for
all k, b. Fix  to be the independent distribution over
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[0, ..., r&1]n induced by X1 , ..., Xn when these are inde-
pendent and each Xk is distributed as Pr(Xk=b)= pbk
for all b.
As we said, we wish ‘ to satisfy constraints of the form
E(F)=#, where these are known to be satisfied by . But
then, # is necessarily equal to E(F). This motivates the
following definition.
Definition 3.1. A distribution ‘ fools a function F if
E‘ (F)=E(F). It fools an event Q if it fools the indicator
function which is 1 on Q and 0 elsewhere. It fools a set of
functions if it fools each one.
Example 3.2. Let FQ be the indicator function for the
event Q=[X1=0, X4=1, X7=1]. Then a distribution ‘
fools FQ if ‘ is ‘‘independent’’ over Q, i.e., if Pr‘ (Q)=
p01 } p
1
4 } p
1
7 .
Example 3.3. Consider the distribution  defined via a
set of unbiased independent random bits, and let F be
the parity function over X1 , ..., X4 . Then, ‘ fools F if
E‘ (X1 X2 X3 X4)= 12.
We can view a set of functions [F1 , ..., Fm] as a set C of
constraints on ‘. A function F can also be viewed as an
indicator (or measurement) on the sample space, whose
value we would like to maintain.
The sequential construction of [KM93] works by
‘‘derandomizing’’ one variable Xi at a time, using the basis
crashing approach of the previous section as a subroutine.
We take a similar approach for our more general expecta-
tion constraints. This requires that we be able to define a
distribution over a subset of the variables, so that it satisfies
a version of the constraints restricted to that subset.
Definition 3.4. Given a random variable F(X1 , ..., Xn),
the restriction 6Xi , ..., Xj F is a random variable (function) on
Xi , ..., Xj with value E(F | Xi , ..., Xj).
Example 3.5. For FQ as in Example 3.2, 61 } } } 4FQ is
the indicator function for the event [X1=0, X4=1].
Example 3.6. For F as in Example 3.3, 61 } } } 2F is
simply the parity function X1 X2 .
We now define a sequence of distributions ‘0 , ..., ‘n , such
that for each k, ‘k is a size m distribution over [0, ..., r&1]k,
that fools 6X1 , ..., Xk Fi for i=1, ..., m.
As a starting point, the distribution ‘0(( ) )=1 clearly
fools 6< Fi=E(Fi). Suppose now that we have con-
structed an appropriate distribution ‘k&1 on X1 , ..., Xk&1.
We use this distribution to define an appropriate distribution
‘k as follows. We first define an intermediate distribution
*k((b1 , ..., bk&1 , bk) )=‘k&1((b1 , ..., bk&1) ) } pbkk .
That is, *k is constructed as the cross-product of two
distributions: ‘k&1 (over X1 , ..., Xk&1) and the complete
distribution over the single variable Xk .
Lemma 3.7. For any function F, if ‘k&1 fools
6X1, ..., Xk&1F, then *k fools 6X1 , ..., Xk F.
Proof.
E*k(6X1 , ..., Xk F)
=E*k(E(F | X1 , ..., Xk))
=E‘k&1 \ :
r&1
b=0
pbkE(F | X1 , ..., Xk&1, Xk=b)+
=E‘k&1 E(F | X1 , ..., Xk&1)
=E(6X1 , ..., Xk F). K
By assumption, ‘k&1 has size m, so |S(*k)|rm. We
now use Theorem 2.3 to construct a size m distribution
satisfying the same set of constraints. In order to do so, we
must be able to write down the constraints on ‘k as a system
of linear equations. In general, a distribution ‘ over
X1 , ..., Xk fools 6X1 , ..., Xk Fi if and only if
:
b # S(‘)
‘(b) } [6X1 , ..., XkFi](b)=E(Fi).
This induces a system in the required form, which is satisfied
by *k . However, to find a basic solution to this system,
we must write it explicitly, so that we need to know the
values of the expressions [6X1 , ..., Xk Fi](b)=E(Fi | X1=
b1 , ..., Xk=bk). This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.8. A conditional expectation oracle for a
function F is a procedure that can compute, for any k and
any b1 , ..., bk # [0, ..., r&1], the conditional expectation
E(F | X1=b1 , ..., Xk=bk).
We therefore assume that each function in C has a condi-
tional expectation oracle. Given this assumption, we can
apply Theorem 2.3 to compute the distribution ‘k required
for this inductive step. The distribution ‘n that terminates
the induction will fool 6X1 , ..., Xn Fi=Fi for all i.
Theorem 3.9. Let C be a set of m functions, each with an
accompanying conditional expectation oracle. Then we can
compute a size m distribution ‘ fooling the functions in C in
strongly polynomial time, using O(rnm2.62) arithmetic opera-
tions and rnm calls to the conditional expectation oracle of
each Fi .
Proof. The distribution ‘n constructed using the process
described above is clearly a size m distribution satisfying
C. The construction takes n iterations. Iteration k requires
at most O(rm) operations to create *k from ‘k&1 . The
process of generating the linear equation corresponding
to Fi requires O( |S(*k)| )=O(rm) calls to its expectation
oracle. A total of O( |S(*l)| m1.62)=O(rm } m1.62)=O(rm2.62)
arithmetic operations are required for running the algo-
rithm of Beling and Megiddo to reduce *k to ‘k , as in
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Theorem 2.3. Therefore, over the n iterations, the algorithm
uses O(rnm2.62) arithmetic operations and rnm calls to the
conditional expectation oracle of each Fi . Note that the
number of operations does not depend on the magnitudes of
the numbers in the input. K
The assumption that we have a conditional expectation
oracle for each constraint is clearly crucial to this construc-
tion. A similar assumption appears in the method of condi-
tional probabilities [ES73] (see also [Spe87]). The idea
there is to perform a binary search of the sample space for
a good point. At step k of the search, the current sample
space is split into two halves according to the value of Xk
(which, for the sake of convenience, is assumed to be
binary). The algorithm computes the conditional probability
that a good point exists in each half, and then restricts the
search to the half where this conditional probability is
higher. The method thus also requires an oracle for comput-
ing conditional probabilities given values for a certain sub-
set of the variables.
The method of conditional probabilities is, in a certain
sense, a special case of our approach. That is, if we define
F(b1 , ..., bn) to be 1 if (b1 , ..., bn) is good and 0 otherwise,
our algorithm will also essentially conduct a binary search
for a good point. However, our method can also be applied
to cases where we cannot compute the probability of a good
point. In particular, the conditional probability that a good
point exists might involve complex computations. We
might, however, be able to prove that this probability is
sufficiently large, given that certain constraints hold. If the
conditional expectations of these constraints are easy to
compute, we can use our technique to construct a small
sample space guaranteed to contain a good point.
Hence, we can view our approach as a hybrid between the
method of conditional probabilities and the methods relying
on partial independence, described in the introduction. We
construct a sample space precisely satisfying only the
desired independence constraints; conditional expectations
are used to find, not a single good point, but a set of points
that form the support for an appropriate distribution.
4. PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION
The above construction seems inherently sequential for
two reasons. First, the algorithm only adds one variable at
a time to the sample space we are constructing, thus requir-
ing n iterations. More importantly, at each iteration it needs
to reduce the support of the intermediate distribution. This
stage relies intrinsically on the process of basis crashing, a
problem for which no parallel algorithms are known.
Nevertheless, we show that it is possible to circumvent both
these obstacles and construct small distributions in NC.
We begin by addressing the first obstacle. For ease of
presentation, we assume for now on that we have an NC
function Reduce Support that takes a distribution ‘ fooling
certain functions and outputs a polynomial size distribution
that fools the same functions (recall that a function is fooled
if it has the same expectation over the new distribution).
There is now an apparently straightforward paralleliza-
tion of our sequential construction: In our sequential con-
struction of Section 3, the auxiliary distribution *l over the
variables X1 , ..., Xl is constructed as the cross-product of
two distributions: ‘l1 over the variables X1 , ..., Xl&1 and the
independent distribution over the single variable Xl .
Instead we let g=W(l+h)2X and construct a distribution
* over the variables Xl , ..., Xh as the cross-product of
a distribution ‘$ over Xl , ..., Xg and a distribution ‘"
over Xg+1 , ..., Xh . These smaller distributions ‘$, ‘" are con-
structed recursively. We will then use the ReduceSupport
algorithm, as before, to construct a smaller distribution ‘
satisfying the same constraints as *. That is, the new dis-
tribution ‘ will be constructed so as to satisfy 6Xl , ..., Xh C=
[6Xl , ..., Xh F | F # C]. More formally, consider the follow-
ing algorithm, which we initially call as BuildDistribu-
tion(X1 , ..., Xn):
Function BuildDistribution(Xl , ..., Xh).
If l=h then
For all b # [0, ..., r&1]:
*(b)  pbh
else (l<h)
g=Wl+h2X
‘$  BuildDistribution(Xl , ..., Xg)
‘"  BuildDistribution(Xg+1 , ..., Xh)
For all bl , ..., bh :
*(bl , ..., bn)  ‘$(bl , ..., bg) } ‘"(bg+1 , ..., bn)
‘  ReduceSupport(*, 6Xl, ..., Xh C)
Return(‘).
In order for this construction to work, we need a property
analogous to the one shown in Lemma 3.7: if ‘$ fools
6Xl } } } Xg(F) and ‘" fools 6Xg+1 } } } Xh(F), then * fools
6Xl } } } Xh(F). Indeed, for a certain simple yet important class
of functionslinear functions in the Xi ’sthis property can
easily be shown to hold. Unfortunately, this is not generally
the case.
Example 4.1. Consider the sample space on two
unbiased independent bits X1 and X2 , and let F be the
parity function. Let ‘$(1)=‘"(1)=1; i.e., take two sub-
distributions (on X1 and X2 respectively) that assign value
1 with probability 1. Then ‘$ fools 6X1(F), since if X2 is an
unbiased random bit then X1 X2 has the right distribu-
tion regardless of the distribution of X1 . Similarly, ‘" fools
6X2(F). However, the cross-product of these two distribu-
tion assigns 1 to each of X1 and X2 with probability 1 and
therefore gives the wrong distribution on F.
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It is hard to find an exact characterization for those func-
tions which behave appropriately under the necessary cross-
product operation. However, we can present a large and
interesting class of functions for which a slightly modified
construction can be used. Consider the case where X1 , ..., Xn
are random variables taking values over some domain D
(above we took D to be [1, ..., r&1]), and the sample space
0 is defined to be Dn. Now, a point in 0 can be thought
of as a string over the alphabet D. This representation
motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.2. A regular function FM over 0 is a
function induced by a deterministic finite automaton M
with polynomially many labeled states, such that
FM((b1 , ..., bn) ) is the label of the final state on input
b1 , ..., bn .
The class of regular functions is quite rich, containing
many of the functions in which we are interested. For exam-
ple, the problem of deciding whether certain variables have
taken on certain fixed values can be decided by a finite
automaton. Thus, the class of constraints on regular func-
tions contains the class of independence constraints, allow-
ing us to deal with all of the cases covered by the results of
[KM93]. Furthermore, the class of regular functions also
covers a large number of other interesting cases, such as
parity, sum modulo k, and threshold functions.
Theorem 4.3. Given an NC implementation of Reduce-
Support, it is possible to construct in NC a polynomial size
distribution that fools a set C of regular functions.
Proof. Rather than fooling the functions FM directly,
we fool the set of events that a random substring causes a
transition between any given pair of states. More formally,
fix attention on one particular regular function FM with a
corresponding automaton M on states [si]. We define the
transition event si w
b sj to be the event that M, starting at
state si , will, upon reading string b, arrive at state sj . These
events (over all pairs of states si and sj) are the events which
we aim to fool. Note that the number of constraints is the
square of the number of automaton states, thus polynomial.
Consider the recursive function BuildDistribution
described above. At each stage, rather than constructing a
distribution ‘ that fools 6Xl, ..., Xh C, we construct it so as to
fool the transition events si www
Xl } } } Xh sj for each i, j. We
assume by induction that the two recursive calls return dis-
tributions ‘$ and ‘" that respectively fool si www
Xl } } } Xg sj and
si www
Xg+1 } } } Xh sj for all si and sj . Then * fools si www
Xl } } } Xh sj .
This follows from the fact that
Pr[si www
Xl } } } Xh sj]
=:
k
Pr[si www
Xl } } } Xg sk] } Pr[sk wwww
Xg+1 } } } Xh sj].
If we run ReduceSupport on * with this set of constraints,
the resulting distribution ‘ will also fool these transi-
tion events, thus maintaining the inductive hypothesis. It
follows that under the final distribution ‘ over X1 , ..., Xn ,
if s0 is the start state of the automaton, then the probability
that any particular state sk is the final state, namely
Pr[s0 www
X1 } } } Xn sk], has the correct value. Hence, the prob-
ability that the regular function takes on any particular
value is also correct. K
There is an important difference between our sequential
construction for a constraint and our parallel construction
for a constraint. In the sequential construction, we fool a
certain projection of our original constraint. In the parallel
construction, we introduce a collection of new constraints
(the transition probabilities for smaller strings), recursively
fool them, and deduce that as a consequence the original
constraint is fooled.
This result rests entirely on the assumption that we have
an NC implementation of ReduceSupport. As was
observed in the discussion of the sequential algorithms,
ReduceSupport requires solving a basis crashing
problem. No parallel solution to this problem is known.
However, in Section 5 we give an approximate solu-
tionone that produces a small sample space (although not
as small as in the sequential case) that approximately
satisfies the constraints. We therefore make the following
definition.
Definition 4.4. A distribution ‘ =-fools a function F if
E‘ (F) # (1\=) E(F).
It is not immediately clear why an approximately
accurate distribution helps. However, it turns out that the
approximation error is not a barrier to using our approach
for derandomization. In Section 6 we show that ‘‘almost’’
satisfying the constraints is usually good enough.
As a corollary to Theorem 5 below, we obtain the follow-
ing parallel but approximate analogue to Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 4.5. There exists an NC algorithm Reduce-
Support that, given a sparse representation of a distribution
‘ fooling a set of nonnegative functions C, constructs a dis-
tribution ‘$ that ($0.5&o(1)- log m)-fools all the Fi in C and
such that |S(‘$)|m$+o(m$). The algorithm requires
|S(‘)| evaluations of Fi for each i=1, ..., m.
In order to complete the parallelization of our construc-
tion, we combine Corollary 4.5 with the recursive construc-
tion on which Theorem 4.3 is based.
Theorem 4.6. There exists an NC algorithm that, given
a set C of regular functions, constructs a distribution ‘ that
=-fools all the FMi in C and such that |S(‘)|=
O(m(log m)=2).
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Proof. Use the NC approximation algorithm to imple-
ment ReduceSupport in the function BuildDistribu-
tion described above. Let us suppose that the two
recursive calls both return distributions that =0-fool the
recursively constructed constraints. In the language of
Theorem 4.3, we have that
Pr‘$[si www
Xl } } } Xg sk] # (1\=0) Pr[si www
Xl } } } Xg sk]
and similarly for ‘". Therefore,
Pr*[si www
Xl } } } Xh sj]
=:
k
Pr‘$[si www
Xl } } } Xg sk] } Pr‘"[sk wwww
Xg+1 } } } Xh sj]
# :
k
(1\=0) Pr[si www
Xl } } } Xg sk]
_(1\=0) Pr[sk wwww
Xg+1 } } } Xh sj]
# (1\=0)2 :
k
Pr[si www
Xl } } } Xg sk] } Pr[sk wwww
Xg+1 } } } Xh sj]
# (1+=0)2 Pr[si www
Xl } } } Xh sj].
If we then run ReduceSupport on *, we introduce
another factor of (1+=) error. In other words, our total
error is (1+=)(1+=0)2.
So suppose our objective is to output a distribution that
=-fools some regular functions. In the two recursive calls, we
aim for an error parameter of =0==4. We then call
ReduceSupport with error parameter =4. This means
that our overall error is at most (1+=4)3<(1+=) so long
as =<1. This choice of recursive error parameters is
legitimate since the depth of the recursion is lg n: at depth i,
the error parameter is =4i>=n2, a polynomial value. So the
distributions constructed in the various recursive subcells
are all of polynomial size.
One note is that the result of this process is not quite a
distribution. Even if we assume, as we did before, that the
constraint [Pr(0)=1] is in C, the approximation algo-
rithm will satisfy this constraint only approximately. There-
fore, in order to create a probability distribution, we must,
in the end, divide each point’s probability by  ‘(b1 , ..., bn).
However, this value will be =-close to 1, so the error intro-
duced by the division is negligible. K
We therefore obtain an NC algorithm for constructing a
polynomial size distribution approximately fooling any
polynomial set of regular functions. Furthermore, as we
have observed, this is the only construction where the
approximation is in the form of a relative error rather than
an absolute one, even for the simple case of independence
constraints.
5. APPROXIMATE BASIS CRASHING
As we mentioned, the problem of reducing the support of
a distribution is closely related to the problem of basis
crashing. Unfortunately, the latter problem seems to be
inherently sequential, and may well be P-complete (the
problem is currently open). In this section, we introduce the
problem of approximate basis crashing, and present a
(de)randomized parallel algorithm for solving it. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first known parallel algorithm
for any variant of basis crashing.
Consider an m_h matrix A that contains only non-
negative coefficients, a vector y # Rh+ , and a vector b # R
m
+,
such that Ay=b. Given these inputs, our algorithm con-
structs another nonnegative solution z to the same linear
system which is approximately basic in two ways. First, it is
not a true solution to the system, in that it only approxi-
mately satisfies the constraints. Given an error parameter $,
it achieves a relative error of O($0.5&o(1) - log m) times the
correct value. Picking $ to be 1mc, we obtain an arbitrarily
small polynomial relative error. Second, our solution is not
actually ‘‘basic’’; its support has size m$+o(m$), which
makes it small (polynomial size for $=1mc) but not basic.
Our technique extends to basis crashing for packing
problemspositive linear programs with an objective func-
tion. We use our approximate basis crashing algorithm on
an optimal but nonbasic solution. The result will be
approximately basic and approximately feasible and can be
made feasible by rounding down in such a way that the
objective value remains almost optimal (see Theorem 5.2).
For some intuition, let us first consider the particular
basis crashing problem we face: reducing the support of a
distribution. The main idea is to use random sampling. Con-
sider the following simplified algorithm. Suppose we have a
distribution ‘ satisfying certain constraints Pr[Qi]=?i .
Take k random samples from this distribution, yielding a
multiset S. Construct a new distribution ‘$ by assigning
probability 1k to each element of S. The expected size of
S & Qi is k?i . Indeed, so long as k > 1($2?i), the size of
S & Qi is in the range (1\$) k?i with high probability (by
the Chernoff bound). It follows that Pr‘$(Qi) # (1\$) ?i .
There are two main barriers to using this naive algorithm
as our NC implementation of ReduceSupport. The first
is that it requires a very large number of samples if ?i is
small. We can compensate for this by sampling more often
from points inside low-probability events. The second is
that there is no point using a randomized algorithm as a
subroutine in a derandomization procedure. We therefore
‘‘derandomize’’ our derandomization routine using the
deterministic lattice approximation techniques developed by
[MNN89].
We now give the details for the general input Ay=b. For
each variable yj in the support, we randomly select whether
to eliminate it from the support (by giving it a value of 0) or
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to keep it in. More precisely, for each column j, we set zj
to be yj qj with probability qj and 0 otherwise. Each zj is a
random variable whose expected value is yj . Hence, the
expected value of Bi=j aij zj is bi for each i.
However, this does not suffice for our purposes. In order
for this construction to be useful and particularly to deran-
domize it, we actually need Bi to be close to bi with high
probability. We guarantee this by an appropriate choice of
the values qj . Our goal is to make each qj as small as
possible since this minimizes the expected number of selected
indices. But if qj is very small, then zj , which can take a value
of yjqj , can become large enough to cause large deviations
of Bi from its expected value bi . This is prevented by ensur-
ing that aij yj qj does not affect Bi by more than a fraction of
$ of its expectation; i.e., aij ( yjqj)$bi for all i. Hence, we
define qj to be maxi (aijyj $bi) if this is at most 1, and 1
otherwise.
For a sampling procedure based on this choice of the qj ’s,
what is the expected number of zj ’s chosen to receive non-
zero values ? Let the owner of yj be any i for which aijyj $bi
is maximal. For each constraint i=1, ..., m, we count the
expected number of yj ’s owned by i that were selected in the
construction:
:
yj owned by i
qj  :
yj owned by i
aij yj
$bi

1
$bi
:
yj
aijyj=
1
$
.
Since every point is owned by some i, the expected number
of variables selected is at most m$. It is fairly straight-
forward to verify that the number of variables selected is
close to its expectation with high probability. Similarly, by
a Chernoff-type bound, since the maximum value of each zi
is only a $-fraction of the expected value of Bi , the constraints
are approximately satisfied with high probability. We omit
these proofs since we are actually interested in the deran-
domized version of this construction.
The derandomization of this construction is based on the
lattice approximation techniques of Motwani, Naor, and Naor
[MNN89]. The lattice approximation algorithm takes as
input an m_h matrix C, with each entry cij # [0, 1]; a vector
r # [0, 1]h; and a vector d # Rm such that Cr=d. It produces
as output a vector s # [0, 1]h such that &Cs&d& is
‘‘small.’’ If we assign cij=aijyj qj and d=b, the solution
to the corresponding lattice approximation problem is
precisely a derandomization of our construction above.
Then NC lattice approximation algorithm of [MNN89]
allows us to derandomize our construction in NC (after
appropriate transformation and rescaling of C).
Theorem 5.1. There exists an NC algorithm such that,
given A, y, and b as above, constructs a nonnegative vector
z such that (Az) i&bi # (1\$0.5&o(1) - log m) bi , and the
number of positive entries in z is at most m$+o(m$).
This theorem is the foundation for the parallel support
reduction procedure used in Section 4 and, hence, for our
entire parallel construction of small distributions. However,
it also has additional applications. Luby and Nisan [LN93]
give an NC algorithm for approximately solving a positive
(packing or covering) linear program. By applying our
techniques to the solution they find, we can transform it into
an approximately basic solution to the problem:
Corollary 5.2. There exists an NC algorithm which,
given any constant = and an m_n positive linear program,
finds a solution with at most m log1+o(1)m nonzero coef-
ficients and value within (1\=) times optimal.
6. ALGORITHMIC APPLICATIONS
In this section, we demonstrate how the techniques of this
paper can be used to derandomize algorithms. For illustra-
tion, we use the example of finding large independent sets in
sparse hypergraphs. The problem description and the ran-
domized algorithm for its solution are taken from [ABI86].
The analysis of the problem in terms of constraints is taken
from [KM93]. We derandomize the algorithm, thus
producing what is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
NC algorithm that completely solves the problem. We then
show how our linear system formulation can be used to
prove interesting results about the applicability of
approximate distributions in derandomization, an impor-
tant issue given the prevalence of approximate distributions
in present derandomization techniques.
6.1. Hypergraph Independent Sets
A d-uniform hypergraph is a pair H=(V, E), where
V=[v1 , ..., vn] is a set of vertices and E=[E1 , ..., Em] is a
collection of subsets of V, each of cardinality d, that are
called edges. A subset UV is said to be independent if it
contains no edge. The following randomized algorithm, due
to Alon, Babai, and Itai, constructs an independent set in
H. First, the algorithm constructs a random subset R of V
by putting each vi in R with probability p. In the second
phase, it transforms R into an independent set U as follows:
For each edge Ej # E such that Ej R it removes from R
some arbitrary vertex vi # Ej .
Alon, Babai, and Itai prove that this algorithm finds a
‘‘large’’ independent set with ‘‘high’’ probability. Intuitively,
the proof is as follows. For each vertex vi # V, let Xi be the
random variable that equals 1 if vi # R and 0 otherwise. The
cardinality of R is X=ni=1 Xi , so we can compute E(X). If
the Xi ’s are pairwise independent, then we can also compute
the variance of X, and then use Chebychev’s inequality to
prove that, with high probability, X is near its expectation.
We then prove that in the second phase of the algorithm,
not too many vertices are removed from R in forming U.
That part of the proof is based on the fact that Pr(Ej R)=
Pr([Xi=1 for all i # Ej])= pd, so that not too many edges
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cause the removal of a vertex. These two steps suffice to
show that the resulting set U is large with high probability.
Alon, Babai, and Itai provide an NC algorithm for this
problem by constructing a joint distribution of d-wise inde-
pendent variables Xi . This technique is effective only for
constant d. The results of [BR91, MNN89] provide an NC
algorithm for d=O(poly log n). However, they still main-
tain the general approach of searching the sample space of
an almost d-wise independent distribution. Hence, this
approach cannot be pushed any further in NC. The
paradigm of looking only at the precise constraints imposed
by the algorithm is crucial for making further progress.
In [KM93], Koller and Megiddo observe that d-wise
independence, although sufficient for the analysis, is almost
entirely redundant. Taking a close look, we see that far
fewer constraints are actually required. As we mentioned,
pairwise independence suffices for bounding the variance.
Using the constraint-based approach, this requirement is
equivalent to fooling the 4( n2) events of the form [Xi1=b1 ,
Xi2=b2]. For the argument concerning Pr(Ej R), we are
interested only in the probability of the event ‘‘all the ver-
tices in Ej are in R.’’ Hence, it suffices to fool the event
[Xi=1 for all i # Ej]. That is, we only require a single con-
straint for each edge, as compared to the 2d imposed by
d-wise independence. Overall, this induces 4( n2)+m con-
straints, independently of d.
Our new techniques can improve this analysis still
further. Using expectation constraints, rather than enforc-
ing pairwise independence, we simply enforce a constraint
saying that the variance and mean of X must be correct.
Since it is easy to construct expectation oracles for X and
(X&E(X))2, we can reduce the number of constraints
needed to m+2. This in turn shrinks the linear systems
which we must solve and thus improves the efficiency of the
sequential derandomization over the results of [KM93].
Can we apply our parallel techniques to the problem? We
cannot, using these techniques, derandomize the smaller set
of constraints we just described: The function involving the
expectation of (X&E(X))2 does not satisfy the decomposi-
tion properties required for Procedure BuildDistribu-
tion to work. However, the original constraints used in
[KM93] are all independence constraints, and therefore
describable via regular functions. Using Theorem 4.6, we
can construct a distribution with a small support that
approximately fools these functions. The approximation
does not affect the correctness of the algorithm. (In fact,
most previous derandomizations of this algorithm were also
based on approximate distributions.) Thus, we have the
following result.
Theorem 6.1. There is an NC algorithm that finds inde-
pendent sets of size 0((ndm)1(d&1)) in d-uniform hyper-
graphs with n vertices and m edges, for all values of d, n, m.
6.2. Robustness against Sampling Error
In the sequential derandomization of the hypergraph
algorithm, we constructed a distribution that exactly
satisfies the desired constraints. In the parallel version,
however, we could only construct a distribution that
approximately satisfies the constraints. This is a typical
phenomenon with many of the derandomization techni-
ques, especially the parallel ones. In such a situation, it is
necessary to reexamine the correctness proof of the algo-
rithm under consideration and verify that it remains true for
approximate distributions. In the case of the hypergraph
algorithm, it is easy to verify that approximate distributions
are indeed sufficient. However, in general this is work
we would like to avoid. As we now show, when the
approximate distribution has a small relative error, this
is often possible. More precisely, a correctness proof for
exact distributions immediately implies correctness for
approximate distributions with relative error.
We consider the following common form of correctness
proof. A certain family of ‘‘bad’’ events [Bi] is analyzed, and
it is proved, based on the probabilities of these bad events,
that the algorithm works with probability ?. We also need
to assume that the bad events Bi do not cover the entire
sample space. Note that, even with these restrictions, this
result is stronger than the claim that Pr(i Bi) changes by
only a small factor. It is not necessarily the case that the
algorithm succeeds iff no bad event occurs. For example, it
may suffice that a majority of the bad events do not happen.
Theorem 6.2. Consider any algorithm and suppose that
for any distribution over 0 which assigns probability at most
bi to each of several ‘‘bad ’’ events Bi , the algorithm fails with
probability at most ?. Suppose further that 0 contains a good
point g   Bi . Then for any distribution which assigns prob-
ability at most (1+=) bi to each Bi , the probability that the
algorithm fails is at most (1+=) ?.
Proof. Consider the sample space 0. Some of the points
in 0 cause the algorithm to fail when they are selected. This
subset is not changed by the choice of distribution on 0. We
can define an indicator vector c in R0 describing these
failure points: a particular coordinate has a 1 when the
corresponding point causes failure and a 0 when it does not.
We also define a matrix B and a vector b that correspond to
the events Bi and their probabilities (as well as a constraint
asserting that i xi1). Using the hypotheses of the
theorem we observe that whenever Bxb, it is the case that
cTx?.
This observation can be reformulated as a statement
about a linear program: max[cTx | Bxb, x0]?. The
dual to this linear program is min[bTy | BTyc, y0], and
we know by duality that it has the same value of at most ?.
Suppose now that we replace the vector b by a vector b$,
where b$i # (1\=) bi , and ask for the probability that the
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algorithm fails based on these changed constraints. The
result is a new pair of primal and dual systems, with b$
replacing b in both. But consider the value y which mini-
mizes the first dual linear program; it satisfies BTyc and
y0 and, hence, is a feasible solution to the second dual
problem. Since bTy?, it follows that (b$)Ty(1+=) bTy
(1+=) ?, so that the value of the second dual (and also of
the second primal) is at most (1+=) ?. But this is precisely
the failure probability of the algorithm under the new,
approximated constraints. K
We observe that there are alternative ways to prove this
theorem. In particular, it is possible to give a proof based on
standard probabilistic arguments.2 However, the linear-
system view of derandomization provides a completely dif-
ferent perspective on this problem, one which allows us to
utilize general and powerful techniques such as linear
programming duality and sensitivity analysis. We hope that
these techniques will turn out to be useful in proving other
results in this domain.
7. CONCLUSION
Building on the work of [KM93], we have further
explored the problem of constructing small-size distribu-
tions by tailoring them to the specific needs of the algorithm
and input at hand. We have extended the kinds of con-
straints which can be satisfied and have also given the first
parallel algorithm for such a construction. One natural goal
here is to further extend the class of constraints which can
be maintained. We have already given methods for fooling
finite automata; can we extend these techniques to fooling
larger language classes such as logspace (two way finite
automata)? Further investigation of the connection
between our results and those of [Nis90, BG92] seems
warranted. Another goal is to examine those randomized
parallel algorithms which have so far resisted derandomiza-
tion, and to attempt to apply the techniques developed here.
Since present proofs of correctness for parallel solutions to
maximum matching [KUW86, MVV87] appear to rely on
exponentially many constraints, this will of course require a
reexamination of the proofs used or a development of new
randomized algorithms for the problem.
The approach of Koller and Megiddo utilized basis crash-
ing for reducing the support of the distribution. Motivated
by the desire to parallelize their construction, we have
developed a new approximate basis crashing algorithm. This
is a significant contribution of independent interest, since,
to our knowledge, there are no parallel algorithms for any
type of significant support reduction. On the other hand,
Megiddo [Meg94] has observed that the ‘‘base case’’ of
basis crashing is as hard as the entire problem. More
precisely, he provides an NC-reduction of the general sup-
port-reduction problem to the problem of constructing a
truly basic solution from one whose support has twice the
number of basic variables. ‘‘Real’’ basis crashing is known to
have numerous applications in optimization problems such
as scheduling and matching. It is quite possible that
approximate basis crashing will also be useful in applica-
tions other than constructing small distributions.
Finally, this work illustrates yet again the power of view-
ing probabilistic constraints as linear equations over the
probability space. In particular, this paradigm allows us to
appeal to powerful techniques such a basis crashing and
linear programming duality in constructing small distribu-
tions. For example, the use of duality has let us prove a
‘‘metatheorem’’ about the situations in which one can use
distributions only approximately satisfying the probabilistic
constraints used by a proof and still be sure that the proof
remains correct. We hope that this different perspective will
prove useful in solving other, similar problems.
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